Art: Using a range of materials
creatively to design and make
products. Using drawing and painting
to develop and share ideas,
experiences and imagination.

English:

Stories in familiar settings
Labels, lists, signs and posters

Music: Using voices expressively and
creatively by singing songs and
speaking rhymes and chants. Playing
tuned and untuned instruments
musically. Experimenting with and
creating sounds.

Silly poems

Maths:

Counting, partitioning 2-digit numbers, = sign, addition
and subtraction facts, finding 10p more and less,
recognising coins, finding the total of items, reading 1/2
hour and 1/4 hour on digital and analogue clocks, sorting
shapes, measuring in centimetres, adding and subtracting
2-digit numbers, patterns, finding halves and quarters,
doubling, sorting with Venn and Carroll diagrams,
investigating number and problem solving.

Homework:
Please encourage your child to read on a regular
basis.

English and Maths homework will be set on
Wednesday. Homework is due in by the following
Monday.
Weekly spelling tests will take place each Thursday.

RE:
Aut1 - What do Christians believe God is like?
Aut2 -Why does Christmas matter to Christians?
PE:
Athletics – Running at different speeds; changing
speed and direction; link running and jumping
activities; sequence jumps; relay races; throwing a
variety of objects (accuracy and distance); recognise
that exercise changes the body.
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Science:
People and their pets - Observe creatures in the school grounds, photograph them and make sketches. Collect
woodlice and set up different colonies in the classroom based on what they know about their habitats. Discuss
what sort of paper will be best for the job of mopping up a puppy's accident and plan an investigation to test. Talk
about and design a good pet and observe different pets in the classroom.

Computing:
‘We are publishers’ – creating eBooks and digital
illustrations.
‘Big Robots’ – creating algorithms for direction
E-safety
Topic:

World War One Centenary
Rural Studies:
Including beekeeping and harvesting food.

